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Introducing Annette Müller
the healer, teacher, lecturer and
author taking energy healing to the
next level
I became a healer after being
healed myself. Since then I have
become Germany’s most successful ambassador for energy healing.
As a healer, teacher, mentor and
communicator, I show it is possible
to expand consciousness, achieve
transcendence and go beyond the
body to dissolve the true subtle causes of illness and other disorders.
Today, I am widely regarded as a pioneer in the shift in consciousness which is bringing mainstream medicine back in touch with its
true mission to heal rather than simply treat. I am at the forefront
of a movement challenging conventional Western ideas of the
nature of reality, with the power to radically change how we see
ourselves and our world.
My three flagship healing modalities amazinGRACE®, SKYourself®, KAR are becoming increasingly popular.
People tell me that I am a compelling, down to earth and empowering speaker. But the most important thing for me is my mission
to awaken dormant powers in people, liberate us from limitations
and boundaries and work miracles.
My story
On May 17th 2004 I was driving through Munich in my tiny yellow
car when I was hit by a large Mercedes that ran a red light. I suffered a severe injury of my spinal cord that left me in constant pain no
doctors or therapist could relieve. My career as a successful publisher was over. I searched
for a cure and discovered
energy healing. It worked.
Truly grateful, I felt the calling to become a healer.

„My passion
is to empower
people, expand
consciousness and
change their lives.“

To help share my experience of the minds’ natural abilities to
transform and heal I founded the Villa SAN ESPRIT, the first and
only stationary hospital for energy healing, along with the affiliated ÉCOLE SAN ESPRIT School in Germany. Today, 20 instructors
and I offer trainings in the methods I have developed. Over 400
people have graduated and now heal in their own countries.
My down to earth approach to healing
My methods of energy healing are all about results, like any form
of medicine or healthcare. Inviting doctors and researchers as
well as lay people to witness and explore the process and the
results as well as documenting them is key to my approach. Results that often occur instantly but can last a lifetime have been
verified by modern technology. Every year, I host a festival at Villa SAN ESPRIT that brings together figures of the world of healing,
science and evolution of consciousness. These have included
Rupert Sheldrake, Dr. Yasuyuki Nemoto, Dr. Ruediger Dahlke, and
filmmaker Emmanuel Itier.

• Healer, educator, writer,
speaker, publisher,
event-producer
• Founder and CEO of the
respected hospital Villa SAN ESPRIT
and ÉCOLE SAN ESPRIT school
• Responsible for training
20 instructors
and over 400 healers
working worldwide
• Author of Blazing Trails of
Miracles and co-author of
amazinGRACE –
Miraculous Healing Alchemy
• Associate Producer of
THE CURE documentary
• Founder of three
trademarked healing modalities

A growing audience
My mission is to increase worldwide awareness of our natural inherent power to heal ourselves and each other. In the USA, my message is resonating with more and more people who appreciate
my practical and results oriented approach.
I have published the books Blazing Trails of Miracles and amazinGRACE – Miraculous Healing Alchemy. THE CURE, a documentary about healing the mind and the body, featuring myself along
with Deepak Chopra and others, is in development. I am an associate-producer along with Sharon Stone. I would be delighted to
share my experiences and understanding of human nature and
healing with you and your community.
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What people say about me:
‘Annette has created a perfect path
to tap into those realms of human life
where many things become possible.
The two weeks of training I spent with her
have been the greatest two weeks of
my entire life.’
Roman Lang, Ibiza Spain, graduated from
École San Esprit May 2016
‘I severely injured my shoulder. The morning after an amazinGRACE® treatment
I woke up with almost normal function
and minimal pain. Her methods
REALLY work.’
Bonny Meyer, Napa Valley USA, graduated from École
San Esprit in January 2016
‘My rescue cat Buttercup was in such a
state when she came to me that the vet
only gave her days to live. After a few short
amazinGRACE® treatments by Annette
Müller the results were so profound that
all of my friends noticed the difference
without me saying a word.’
Robin Johnson, Mallorca Spain, graduated from École San
Esprit in January 2016
‘When I took part in a speaker at
Annette’s yearly festival in Bavaria,
she and her team gave me some
healing sessions for a painful hip.
I felt much better afterwards and this
experience changed my attitude.
It gave me the hope that things
could get better, rather than
assuming they could only
get worse.’ Rupert Sheldrake Ph.D,
Biologist and Author
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